Your team's best work,
in one place
More and more organizations are discovering how Dropbox Business
transforms workflows when deployed to the entire company. With a wallto-wall Dropbox Business implementation, it's easier than ever for teams
in different departments to collaborate. A fully adopted, company-wide
solution also gives IT complete control of how data is shared inside and
outside your business, offering unparalleled security that's easy to manage.

Say "goodbye" to shelfware
More than 50% of employees want to choose the tools they use at work. That’s why we modeled
Dropbox Business on the simple but powerful experience that over 400 million users love. Dropbox
Business also integrates with the tools employees use most, so you can count on complete adoption.
•

Dropbox delivers the same best-in-class performance across all platforms and devices

•

400 million users rely on Dropbox to work together across 8 million businesses

•

G2 Crowd users give Dropbox 4.4 out of 5 stars — the highest rating for any file sync and share
business software

•

Dropbox fits into existing workflows with an ecosystem of 300,000 app integrations

Improve collaboration across teams

"Having all of our files local
on everyone's machine
and backed up regularly
is invaluable. Our rule of
thumb has become: if it's
not in Dropbox, it doesn't
exist."
Eric Friedman, Director
of Sales and Revenue
Operations

It's not surprising that less than half of workers think
sharing across solutions is easy: it's tough working
with different products, devices, and offices. Dropbox
Business connects these silos, so employees can
collaborate freely with each other and with external
partners.
•

Ensure files or versions are never lost with
unlimited version history and deletion recovery

•

In Microsoft Office, you can see if someone is
viewing or editing a file you’re working on, and
update to their latest saved version with Dropbox
badge

•

Enhance workflows with previews across devices,
and use annotations to collaborate on any file type

•

Make external sharing simple, convenient, and
secure with shared links

For more information on Dropbox Business, contact your partner sales representative or visit dropbox.com/business

Get full visibility and data control

Simplify team management at scale

Files are spread across more than two devices and five
collaboration solutions on average - which makes securing
company data challenging for IT. Dropbox Business works
across tools to keep data safe on any device, all while the
oversight and controls that IT needs.

Dropbox Business scales with your company to manage a
team of any size, from onboarding to analytics to device
management. Integrations with trusted identity providers
and SSO partners make it easier than ever to provision
accounts and manage devices, all while saving staff time.

•

Monitor audit logs for company-wide visibility into data
being shared inside and outside your organization

•

Manage your IT team more effectively with tiered
admin roles

•

Manage external sharing with team-wide sharing
permissions, passwords and expirations on shared links,
and the ability to disable links

•

Control file access at scale and streamline onboarding
with Groups

•

•

Unlink and remotely wipe devices if they're lost or
stolen, or when employees leave the company

Use account transfer to transition files from one
employee to another during offboarding

•

•

Leverage Dropbox Business API to enable DRM,
e-Discovery, and other custom workflows

Integrate with Dropbox Business API partners to enable
SIEM, DLP, and SSO

Dropbox works for every department
From design to legal, Dropbox Business transforms
workflows across the enterprise.

Sales

Finance

Legal

•

Enable field teams with mobile
apps and offline access

•

Review and edit spreadsheets —
even on mobile devices

•

Streamline back and forth
red-lining

•

Send customers contracts and
track downloads

•

Use shared links to push out
invoices and purchase orders

•

Securely share case files and
contracts

•

Download reports from CRM,
analyze, and share

•

Share sensitive financials using
granular controls

•

Integrate Dropbox into
e-Discovery

Marketing

Design

Human Resources

•

Preview and edit large video files
for ad spots

•

Upload and share files without
size limits

•

Collect and organize employee
documents with file requests

•

Track or revert changes to the
latest campaign copy

•

Share docs with freelancers and
agencies

•

•

Share product overviews with
the sales team as read-only

•

Preview and comment on
creative files on-the-go

Send materials to candidates
using links with custom
branding

•

Sign contracts and offer letters
with e-signature integrations

For more information on Dropbox Business, contact your partner sales representative or visit dropbox.com/business

